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Introduction

● Lifecycle of an experiment

● How you can help us get experiments 

completed efficiently

● What correlators can do for you

● Discussion of correlation reports



New Washington DiFX Correlator



Mark5 Playback Unit



DiFX GUI Interface



Start of Experiment Lifecycle

Experiment has been observed -- what’s next?

● Logs, schedule, and vex are gathered
● Check email for known problems/expected 

shipping/transfers.
● Parse logs to estimate initial clocks
● Choose & correlate small subset of scans for 

pre-pass



Experiment Lifecycle Cont’d

● Generate starting HOPS control file 
appropriate to experiment

● Generate and run production pass
○ Once complete, it’s possible further passes may be 

needed to correct problems such as an unreported 
or uncorrected clock break.

● Fringe results, adjusting control file as 
needed for experiment

● Export
● Release disks



How can stations help?

● Ship/E-transfer fast
○ Let us know how to expect the data to be available if 

not routine
● During E-transfer, if pushing, verify that all 

data has been sent
● Provide good documentation via email & 

logs
● Check VSN has been written properly



Shipping

● Ship ASAP
● Use TRACK
● Declare customs properly
● Use a good courier
● Provide email notification
● Label diskpacks appropriately

○ Include SDK revision!



E-transfer

● Notify us quickly of any network changes
○ Depending on the facility, some configurations may 

not be supportable!
● Mind transfer and storage limits
● Use the transfer page!

○ http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/cgi-
bin/showtransfers.cgi

● If correlator is “pulling”, let us know ASAP 
when & where data is available

http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/cgi-bin/showtransfers.cgi
http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/cgi-bin/showtransfers.cgi
http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/cgi-bin/showtransfers.cgi




Experiment Documentation

● IVS-ops emails
● Problems with diskpacks?
● Playback quality
● Clock/maser issues

○ Clock breaks can look like drifts during setup if we 
don’t know about them!



IVS-OPS Start/Ready
Session k09075 ready message for Ny -Alesund.
---------------------------------------------
Comments: 
VC04 bad, some snow in antenna

First source: 0955=476 at 07:00  UT
GPS-FMOUT: 26.44 microseconds
Wx:  Temperature (C): -11.55  Pressure (mBar): 998.2  Humidity (%): 85.6
Sky Conditions: Overcast and some wind
Cable difference is: longer cable makes the reading larger by 
                     672.9 microseconds and is nominal
Pointing values:
SEFD  X/S       Source          Az/El      Offset1  Offset2
   1473/1749    taurusa          4/11      0.012    0.014    
   1166/1505    cygnusa        135/49      0.0104   0.0017   
   1309/1655    casa            76/58      0.0059   -0.0007  

Tsys (x1/s/x2): 43/33/42



IVS-OPS STOP
Formatter (H-maser) leads GPS by 11.5147 microsec at 2009.076.16:55:59.16
Cable difference: Longer cable makes reading smaller by 761.4 microsec 
and is nominal.

Additional experiment notes:
We recorded to module BKG-0015/1480/1024 sent to Bonn using DHL AWB# 
3443214121
Media stock: We have 1 size A, 1 size B, 2 size C, 1 size D and zero 
larger modules remaining at Hobart after this experiment. We also 
received an additional 5 modules today and we are yet to identify the 
size of these modules.

Started 6.5 hours late because of making repairs to X2 motor encoder wiring.
First scan on mark5 module is with the antenna slewing.
Good data commences with scan 075-2325a.

Observers: Brett, Eric, Shari
Observer comments follow:
2009.075.23:23:56.87;"first scan for Hobart26 will be 075-2325 following 
repairs to X2 motor encoder cabling and earthing
2009.075.23:24:21.93;"missed first 6.5 hours of experiment
2009.075.23:24:37.40;"weather is overcast
2009.076.01:11:43.96;"weather: calm and overcast
2009.076.03:12:46.64;"weather: calm, 80% cloud cover
2009.076.05:03:05.51;"weather: calm, 30% cloud cover
2009.076.09:45:06.22;"weather: calm, mostly clear
2009.076.17:00:07.84;"weather: calm, mostly clear

Regards,
Brett



Possible Problems

● Some problems may be recoverable
○ Limited disk failures (1-2 in 8 disk pack)
○ Bad playback

● Others, not so much
○ Larger disk failures
○ No fringes
○ Antenna sensitivity problems
○ Wrong polarization
○ ...and so on



What the Correlators Can Do For You:

Diagnosis of station performance using Fourfit 

Alessandra Bertarini – Bonn



Fringe search

The program fourfit solves simultaneously for singleband delay (SBD), delay 
rate (DR) and multiband delay (MBD).

For every coordinate triplet (SBD, DR, MBD) there is a corresponding value of 
the correlator coefficient amplitude. Where this value is maximum, we have 
fringes .

The fringes should be located at the (0,0,0) position because the correlator 
applied the correlator model . This, though, is not generally the case 
because the correlator model leaves some residual errors, which are 
corrected by fringe fitting the data.

“Precision Geodesy Using the Mark-III Very-Long-Baseline Interferometre 
System”,  T. A. Clark et al., 1985, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and 
Remote sensing, vol. GE-23, no. 4.



      Fourfit - Overview

S-Band: X-Band:

MBD

SBD

DR



Fourfit – Overview

The logic flow is the following: fourfit will take the correlator output (lag 
spectrum) Fourier transform it in the frequency domain (power 
spectrum), averages over frequency to give a single amplitude and phase 
value for every accumulation period (AP, no. of seconds of accumulation 
after which the correlator writes a correlator coefficient) and in 
parallel it plots the amplitude and phase vs time and Fourier transform 
this data into phase rate (fringe rate); The data are averaged over the 
whole Aps to give a single phase and amplitude for every BBC channels 
that are used to calculate the MBD.

In the slide there are examples of the graphical outputs of fourfit.           
the SBD vs correlator amplitude,  the DR vs correlator amplitude and 
the MBD vs correlator amplitude. In the plots we see other features 
(described above) that will be explained in the following slides.

One plot represents one scan one baseline one polarization and one band.

For a typical R1 session we have ~8000 plots.



      Singleband Delay 
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20 • Lag spectrum: output of the lag 

correlator integrated over the scan 
duration (all BBC stacked). 

• 8 MHz/BBC => 16 Ms/s =>               
sample per. =  1 / 16 Ms/s = 0.0625 μs 
0.0625 μs * 32 lags = 2 μs SBD window 
width.

• Indicates residual correlator model 
errors, part of which can be absorbed in 
the clock offset.

Clock offsets errors are mostly recoverable at the correlator 
BUT they damage the geodetic measurables.



Singleband Delay

The singleband delay is the output of the correlator integrated over the 
scan duration. 

The correlator amplitude is plotted against lag expressed in microseconds.

A correlator amplitude of ’20’, as shown in the slide, is in reality an 
amplitude of 20 x10-4, which means that after correlating 10000 bits 
from each station there is an excess of 20 bits with the same value at 
the two stations (e.g. both zeroes or both ones) over that expected by 
chance.  

In absence of source position or station position errors, the correlator 
search for the fringes within 32 lags (which means 2 μs for a  8 MHz 
per BBC bandwidth).

The peak of the SBD should be centered at 0 μs. If there are residual 
errors,  we can adjust them by changing the clock offset (gps-fmout) 
in the files controlling the correlation.

Normally we run a ‘trial correlation’ before starting the stream 
correlation, in which we check that the SBD and DR are centered 
(within 0.1 μs) at zero lag. If not, we change the clock offset and rate 
and after that start the correlation.



• FR is the Fourier transform of fringe visibility 
with respect to time.

• DR = FR / Observing frequency.

• DR window = [1 /(2 * AP)] / Obs. Freq.    

• DR tells how fast the fringes move away from 
the phase centre due to correlator model 
error. It can be absorbed in the clock rate.
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    Fringe Rate (FR) & Delay Rate



Fringe Rate (FR) &  Delay Rate (DR)

The FR tells us how fast the fringes are moving away from the phase centre 
(i.e. 0 lag) due to correlator model errors.

It is the Fourier transform of the fringe visibility (cross-correlation 
coefficients averaged in frequency) with respect to time. 

The FR is frequency independent. What fourfit is plotting is the delay rate 
(DR) which is the FR divided by the observing frequency.

The DR can be absorbed in the clock rate: the gps-fmout value is drifting 
because the masers are drifting (normally between  0.1 x 10-12  s/s to   10 
x 10-12 s/s). Any other drift is added to the station clock drifts in the 
correlator control file. 



      Transform from Lag to Frequency
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V (u,v,τ) = ∫ V (u,v,ν)e2πiτνdν

Fourier Transform

The data are already fringe fitted.



 Fourier Transform from Lag to Frequency

To correct the residual slope in phase vs frequency, which would cause 
error in the delay (a phase slope vs frequency =  delay) the data are 
Fourier transformed from lag spectrum to frequency for applying the 
correction.

Whilst in the time domain fourfit plots only the amplitude of the 
correlator coefficient, in the frequency domain it plots both phase 
and amplitude.

The phase vs frequency needs to be flat: fourfit removes any residual 
slopes remaining in the data due to imperfection of the correlator 
model.

The amplitude is a measure of the correlated filter response at the two 
stations.

The bottom right plot shows the spectrum integrated over the scan 
length.



      Effects Visible from Power Spectrum: Pcal
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The amplitude of the pcal 
tones is visible (enough 
power) at every MHz.

Frequency (MHz)

Autocorrelation plots (512 lags)

The amplitude of the pcal 
tones is too low (not 
enough power). Tones not 
usable for calibration.



Effect Visible from the Power Spectrum: Pcal

The pcal tones are visible in the autcorrelation plots (correlation of the 
station against itself. The data are 100 % correlated, because also the 
noise is the same).

In the plot above is shown a good case: the tones are at every MHz and their 
amplitude is high enough to be detected, but at the same time, not too 
high to corrupt the signal.

In the plot below is shown a case in which the pcal tones will not be usable 
although present. The software will recognize that the tones are too weak 
in power and flag the scan as “H-code”   (we can recover the station by 
using manual pcal).

Sometimes weak pcal tones might indicate the presence of RFI. To discover 
that, we need to look at the spectrum of every single BBC.

Please, if at the station you see an RFI, report it. It helps us to diagnose why 
the pcal levels are low (for example).



Spurious signals are narrow- band 
signals coherent with the true 
pcal.

Corrupt the visibility phases.
Causes & Cures: see B. Corey:   

“Spurious Phase Calibration       
   Signals: How To Find Them 
and How To Cure Them”.

      Effects Visible from Power Spectrum

External RFI (telecommunication satellites).

They are time variable and spatially localized.

If they enter in the radio band observed, they affect the 
visibility and the pcal amplitude (amplifier saturation).

Cure: flag the affected channels.



Effects Visible from the Power Spectrum: RFI

We can divide the RFI in three subgroups: internal (better known as spurious 
signals),  and external.

The spurious signal has the same frequency as the pcal (in the case of the plots 
the RFI is respectively at 1 MHz, 2 MHz and 6 MHz) and will make the pcal 
tone that it hits unusable.

DiFX correlator can extract all pcal tones, therefore in most of the cases the 
data are recoverable by using the other tone to calibrate the data.

The external RFI is spatially localized (direction dependent) and time variable, 
which means that we will not necessarily see them throughout the whole 
observation, but only when the telescope is pointing at a precise location and 
maybe at precise times.

They are cause of concern only if they enter in the radio band: as shown in the 
picture, they dominate the noise power in the band (they can also saturate 
the amplifier) and badly affect the visibility and pcal amplitude. 

Fourfit has no RFI excision: if RFI is present, we have to flag the affected 
channel.



• Every dot represents the phase (red) and 
amplitude (blue) of the visibility for every 
segment (~ AP).

• Data are already fringe fitted and pcal has 
been applied.

• Every BBC/VC channel is represented.

      Amplitude & Phase vs Time

Amp. & Phase vs time (AP)  for each frequency
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Amplitude & Phase vs Time

Another useful way to look at the data is by plotting the phases and 
amplitudes of the frequency spectrum after averaging over frequency 
from every integration time (no. of seconds of accumulation after 
which the correlator writes a visibility).  

The data are flat in phase: the data have already been fringe fitted: no 
residual phase slope vs time remains (i.e. the DR has been fitted) and 
the pcal has already been applied, removing the inter-BBC phase 
offsets.

The amplitude is also flat (Tsys is fairly constant across the radio band 
observed and the source is emitting about the same power within the 
observed band), but it is still in arbitrary units: fourfit does not 
perform amplitude calibration.

In this way we can see better BBC by BBC whether there are problems. 
RFI, for example, is visible also in these plots, it will corrupt both 
phase and amplitude in the BBC in which they are located.



      Amplitude & Phase vs Time: Visible Effects

• RFI. 

• BBC/VC specific problem (unlock, wrong sky freq…).

• LO instabilities / loss of coherence.

• IF problems.

• Low/absent pcal phase signal.

• Pointing (if one scan is compared with an old scan on the same 
source observed at the same sidereal time = same elevation).

• Source structure (bad news, geodesy likes point-like 
sources).

• Atmosphere (ionosphere & troposphere).



Amplitude & Phase vs Time: Visible Effects

The amplitude and phases vs time are sensitive to every problem 
present in the BBC channels. If RFI is present, the amplitude of 
the affected channels will be visibly lower than the amplitude of 
the other channels. The same will be true for an unlocked BBC or 
wrong sky frequency (see the next slides for graphical examples).

There are also other effects that can be diagnosed with the help of 
these plots, like LO instability, low/absent pcal signal, pointing, 
atmosphere,  IF problems…

These plots might show a problem, but only by processing all the 
information available from the power spectrum and other things 
that will be mentioned later on, we can nail down what the problem 
is (sometimes!).

In this notes only the station-related issue will be presented.



       Pcal Phase Plot

Phase cal phases are plotted whilst only the 
value of the mean coherent pcal amplitude 
(PC amp.) is written for each channel.

Unstable pcal phases at antenna “pink” and stable at antenna 
“green”.

ph
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Pcal phases are sensitive to the delays caused 
by the electronics from receiver (pcal 
injection point) to the recorder.



Pcal Phase Plot

Fourfit also plots the pcal phases vs time for the two station in the baseline 
and for every channel. Color coding will distinguish the two antennas 
(green and pink).

They give an idea of how stable is the system.

The phases for both the antenna drawn in green and are flat across the BBC. 
They can, and normally have, a different level among the different BBCs 
due to the electronics of the BBCs: this is the effect that pcal phases 
correct.

The pcal amplitudes are not plotted by fourfit. In the plot is reported only 
the value of the mean coherent amplitude for each BBC.

To plot the pcal amplitude values we have to extract them with aedit.

The pcal phases of the pink antenna might still be usable, if they follow an 
effect that is also present in the visibility phases. In this case, they will 
correct for the effect and remove it from the data.

Pcal phases are sensitive to the delay caused by the electronics from the 
pcal injection point to the recorder.  



      Multiband Delay 

• Geodesy wants the delay to measure UTC, continental drift…
• To improve the delay resolution we use bandwidth synthesis: 

observations sample small part of a wider band (e.g. 720 MHz) 
and the delay resolution function is calculated almost as if the 
whole band was observed. (Rogers, 1970 “VLBI with Large 
Effective Bandwidth”,  Radio Science, Vol 5, p. 1239 -1247).

• Every BBC/VC is tuned to a different frequency and by cross-
correlating pairwise all BBC/VCs at the two stations we 
measure the visibility amplitude and phase at each frequency.

• Fourfit Fourier transforms the visibilities from frequency 
domain to time domain  -> MBD.



 Multband Delay

The geodesists use the delay measurement to calculate station poistions, 
EOP, UT, continental drifts…. 

The Bandwidth Synthesis Technique was developed in the ’70 by A. Rogers 
to increase the precision of the delay determination for a given 
recording rate.

The basic idea is to increase the obsereved bandwidth, by sampling small 
part of it, and from that synthesize the whole band.

That’s why in X-band we span 720 MHz, sampling the band using 8 BBCs.

Every BBC is tuned to achieve non-redundant frequency spacings. By cross-
correlating pairwise all BBCs at the two stations we measure the mean 
visibility amplitude and phase at each frequency.

Fourfit then Fourier transforms the data from frequency domain to time 
domain to recontruct the MBD .

For more info on Bandwidth Synthesys:

“Very Long Baseline Interferometry with Large Effective Bandwidth”, A.E.E. 
Rogers (1970), Radio Science, Vol 5, p. 1239 – 1247.



      Multiband Delay

(FT)-1

ν1 ν2

ν1

ν2

ν4

ν4

(FT)-1

(FT)-1

One frequency per BBC yields one 
mean phase per BBC. 

Eight  BBC/VC yield 28 non- redundant 
frequency spacings. ν1ν2 ν3  ν4       ν5 ν6 ν7ν8

The Fourier transform of every phase difference between 
frequency pairs produces a sinusoid with a specific period



Multband Delay

In this slide are represented the eight BBCs that geodesy uses in X-band. 
The spacing between BBCs is a scaled version of the real case (wideband 
setup). For every BBC the mean frequency of the BBC band is indicated 
as a delta function. Associated with this mean frequency there is a mean 
amplitude and mean phase calculated by cross-correlating the signal 
from this BBC against the signal from the matching BBC at the other 
station.

For every pair of BBC a Fourier transform is performed and depending on 
the spacing between the BBC mean frequencies we have a sinusoid with 
different frequency (the larger the spacing between frequencies, the 
higher the sinusoid frequency).

The sinusoids are all added together to form the MBD function.



      Multiband Delay

The sum of all the sinusoids produces the MBD function (in blue):
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From here you can understand how important it 
is to have the whole 14 BBC/VC observing: 
loss of channels => loss of resolution



Multband Delay

The sum of all the sinusoids gives the MBD function, and is the blue curve 
in the fourfit plot (top). Being a sum of sinusoids the function repeats 
itself when the sinusoids align (ambiguities).

The absence of one or more BBC will degrade the MBD, the main peak will 
be not recognizable and the ambiguities become closer to the main peak 
and lie inside the MDB window.

Fourfit can, in this worst case, latch to the wrong peak and the geodetic 
analysis is completely falsified.

The effect is even worse if two station participating in the observation 
lose different BBCs.

Please if you know you have a BBC that is not working, contact the network 
coordinator and let him/her suggest to you which channel to drop first. 
Note that the choice of the channels is  dependent on which frequency 
setup is used for the observation. The frequency spacings vary from 
setup to setup and so the does the MBD function. 

In the next slide there are four MBD plots taken from the same scan, same 
band (X-band),  but gradually removing BBCs from it.



BBC03, BBC05, BBC07 and 
BBC08 removed: MBD peak 
hardly seen.

      Multiband Delay: Loss of Channels

All BBCs: the MBD peak is 
clearly distinguishable from 
the side lobes.

BBC06 removed: MBD very 
similar as above.

BBC04, BBC06 and  BBC08 
removed: the sidelobes grow, 
ambiguities still out of the 
window.

MBD (μs)
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Multiband Delay: Loss of Channels

In the top MBD plot, all the eight BBCs are present: the MBD peak is 
clearly distinguishable (the peak in the oval) from the side lobes, which 
have almost half of the peak’s amplitude. The ambiguities are not visible 
and well outside the window.

In the second plot, from above, BBC06 has been removed. Still seven BBCs 
are contributing. The MBD is similar to that with all the BBCs present. 
BBC06 is the first channel to be dropped in case of a broken BBC (at 
least for the R1 frequencies !!!!).

The third plot has three BBC (BBC04, BBC06 and BBC08) removed. The 
MBD is calculated using the remaining five BBCs. The sidelobes 
increased in amplitude, but the ambiguities are still out of the window.

The fourth plot has four BBCs removed: the real MBD peak is hardly 
distinguishable from the sidelobes, and the ambiguities are within the 
window (second oval on the left of the plot): fourfit has to decide to 
latch to one of the two peaks and has no information on which one is the 
right one.



Annotated Correlator Report

For discussion;
Note post TOW 2009 revisions



A sample annotated correlator report
MAT/BEC/KAK/AB/DH 042011

Below is a sample correlator report with comments in bold italics 
explaining each section:

*****************************************************************

+HEADER
CORREL    WACO
DATABASE  11FEB03XE
SESSNAME  R4468 
EXPNO     4468
OBSTIME   2011/02/03 2011/02/04  
UTSTART   1830
DURATION  24
DOY       034/035
CORRTIME  2011/01/31 2011/03/09
CORRPASS  1
EXPORT    Done

This introductory section identifies the correlator, the experiment and 
the dates of observation and correlation. Perhaps two non-obvious fields 
are EXPNO, which is an internal correlator experiment number for 
bookkeeping during correlation time, and CORRPASS, which if >1 indicates 
that more stations participated in the session than there were playback 
units available at the correlator to accommodate them i.e. correlation 
has to be run more than once through to cross all stations against each 
other.



+SUMMARY

Qcode   % of Total   % of Correlated
scans        scans

5-9      90%          97%
0        2%           2%
B-H       1%           1%
Removed    7%

This is an overall fringe quality code summary.  This section gives 
you a sense of how much usable data was extracted from the 
observation.  The first column is fringe quality codes; these will 
be covered later in this document.  Suffice to say here that the 
Qcode 5-9 row represents data which will be accepted in the final 
results.  Qcode 0 represents non-detections. B-H represents various 
problems which mean the data will not be accepted even though 
fringes were detected. ‘Removed’ means scans which were removed 
before correlation due to problems reported by the station during 
record time.



+CORRELATOR_NOTES

This is the final version with both ZELENCHK and 
SVETLOE baselines.                               

Baselines IY scans 034-2138 and 035-1614, IN scan 
035-1104 and NV scan 035-009, the fringe rate
passed through 0 

This is an overview of issues related to correlation and is typically 
only of interest to the analysts.  Unless, in this case, you are a 
station newly included as noted (whereby the station notes applicable 
to your station will be updated).



The section above contains specific comments related to the performance 
of each station participating in the experiment.  You should read 
carefully any comments for your station and ask the correlator if there 
is anything you do not understand in those comments.  More importantly, 
you should fix any problems identified in the report if that is possible!

+STATION_NOTES

HOBART12 (Hb/H):   Manual phasecal applied at HOBART12

HOBART26 (Ho/A):   Station reports late start due to PCFS failure.   

Periods of low pcal amplitude leading to H-codes.

Manual phasecal applied at HOBART26

KOKEE    (Kk/K):   Manual phasecal applied at KOKEE

etc …



+DROP_CHANNELS
Hb
Ho                  
Kk
Ma              SR6U
Ny
Sv
Tc    SR2U
Wz
Ys    SR2U
Zc              SR6U  XR1U/L  XR5U  XR7U                

This is a systematized list of channels deleted at stations for 
reasons described in the station notes.

+MANUAL PCAL Hb Ho Kk       

This is a list of stations for which manual phase cals were 
applied, for reasons described in the station notes.



+CHANNELS
XR1U = band|polarization|channel#|sideband

XR1U/L   BBC01  8212.99
XR2U     BBC02  8252.99
XR3U     BBC03  8352.99
XR4U     BBC04  8512.99
XR5U     BBC05  8732.99
XR6U     BBC06  8852.99
XR7U     BBC07  8912.99
XR8U/L   BBC08  8932.99
SR1U     BBC09  2225.99
SR2U     BBC10  2245.99
SR3U     BBC11  2265.99
SR4U     BBC12  2295.99
SR5U     BBC13  2345.99
SR6U     BBC14  2365.99

This table assigns unambiguous labels to the BBCs and sky 
frequencies in order to define the channels clearly.  These labels 
are used in the station notes and drop channels sections.



+CLOCKS
Clocks: WACO

Station fmout-gps Used rate
[usec] [usec]     [sec/sec]

Hb 15.70 18.07 0.25e-12
Ho 14.62        14.88 0.25e-12   
Kk  5.50 6.33      0.0
Ma -12.59 -12.05     -0.25e-12
Ny -16.09 -15.90 0.0
Sv -1.70 -0.82 0.0
Tc 0.89  0.96 0.25e-12
Wz -21.64 -21.42 0.0 
Ys 0.04 -0.04 0.15e-12
Zc -1.88  -1.58 0.5e-12   

Date: 2011/02/03

These are the clock offsets used for each station.  The second column 
is the value reported in the station logs, the third is the value 
actually used at the correlator and the fourth is any clock drift rate 
applied.  There are fixed offsets applied at the correlator to correct 
for different instrumental offsets at different stations.+



+QCODES

Qcodes   0  1  2  3  4  5   6   7    8     9   A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  N   - Tot
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IN:X   4  0  0  0  0  0   0   3   15   181   0  0  0  0  0  0  6  0  0   0   209
IN:S  14  0  0  0  0  0   0   0   15   178   0  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0   0   209
IY:X   4  0  0  0  0  1   0   2   21   184   0  0  0  0  0  0  6  0  0   0   218
IY:S   4  0  0  0  0  2   1   0   32   168   0  1  0  0  1  0  9  0  0   0   218
IZ:X   3  0  0  0  0  0   0   1   11   147   0  0  0  0  0  0  3  0  0  41   206
SV:X   0  0  0  0  0  0   0   0    5   280   0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  1   4   292
SV:S   0  0  0  0  0  0   0   2  156   127   0  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  1   4   292

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Totals 163  0  0  1  1 28  59 117 1485  6862   0  1  0  0  4  0 78  9 12 712  9532

This is a table of fringe quality codes on a baseline basis (using the single letter 
station codes), with totals at the bottom.  This table can give you more information 
about how your station is performing.  See below for an explanation of the codes:



Legend:
QC = 0    Fringes not detected.

= 1-9  Fringes detected, no error condition. Higher #, better quality.
= B    Interpolation error in fourfit.
= D    No data in one or more frequency channels.
= E    Maximum fringe amplitude at edge of SBD, MBD, or rate window.
= F    "Fork" problem in processing.   
= G    Fringe amp in a channel is <.5 times mean amp (only if SNR>20).
= H    Low Phase-cal amplitude in one or more channels.
= N    No valid correlator data.

Tot Total number of scans in schedule.
Minus     Scans in original schedule file for which correlation was not

attempted, usually because of known station problems.

More explanation of each code would be interesting, but would make this 
paragraph very long …



+SNR_RATIOS

MEAN RATIOS = Observed SNR / Predicted SNR  for exp no. 4468

...by baseline, over all sources:

bl       X     n      S      n

HA     2.32   62     1.71   62
HK     1.99   55     1.27   52
HI     1.59    8     0.87    8
HN     1.12    7     1.15    7
HS     0.77   14     1.42   14
HO     1.82   51     0.81   47

etc …

This is a table of the actually measured vs. predicted (by sked) signal to 
noise ratios (snr) over the course of the whole experiment, by baseline.  
This table shows whether your station is as sensitive as it is predicted 
to be by sked.  Ratios below 1 indicate the station is not as sensitive as 
expected, or better than expected if above 1.  

bl = baseline
X  = X band snr ratio
n  = number of scans included in calculation
S  = S band snr ratio
n  = number of scans included in calculation



+FOURFIT_CONTROL_FILE

***
*
* 4fit control file for R4468
*
max_parity 0.01 
sb_win -0.5 0.5 mb_win -1.0 1.0 dr_win -1.5e-5 1.5e-5
start -3 stop -1

*
if f_group X

ref_freq 8212.99
pc_freqs ghijklmn  5010  5010  5010  5010  5010  5010  5010  5010

*
etc …

This is the fourfit control file used at the correlator, which is the 
place where many parameters are set and adjusted (one example, this is 
where any station specific channel deletions would be made) before fringe 
fitting the correlated data.  This file is mostly of interest to those 
who use fourfit (like, people who might re-fringe fit the data later in 
the analysis process), so it will not be explained here.  Most likely all 
of what is documented here is explained in the section where specific 
station issues are summarized, if there is an issue of concern to the 
station.  If you are curious to know more about this file, please ask a 
fourfit guru.



Dave

This is the person (or persons) who wrote the report above.  It is probably best to direct any 
questions related to the report to the person listed here.

The correlator analysts are as follows:

Bonn:

Alessandra: Alessandra Bertarini  abertari@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de
Laura:         Laura la Porta            laporta@ mpifr-bonn.mpg.de
Simone:      Simonne Bernhart      simone@ mpifr-bonn.mpg.de
Arno:          Arno Mueskens                   mueskens@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de

Haystack:

Mike:         Mike Titus                   mike@haystack.mit.edu
Brian:        Brian Corey            bec@haystack.mit.edu

Washington:

Dave:        David Hall          david.hall@usno.navy.mil
Dan:         Dan Veillette       daniel.veillette@usno.navy.mil



The End

Now comes the good part …
Any Questions?
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